Did you know...

...651 Nevada students identified as victims of unwanted sexual contact - 111 were men
...80% of all Nevada victims knew the perpetrator
...80% of incidents happened off-campus (not in a Fraternity or Sorority House)
...use of physical force or a weapon was very rare

You can access the Sexual Assault Climate Survey Results for the University of Nevada, Reno at www.unr.edu/beheard/results

Be Heard! Share your ideas to make our campus safe and our culture focus on prevention. Join us at the first ever Campus Student Dialog on Tuesday, April 28th, 8 – 9 p.m., Ballroom B, Joe Crowley Student Union.

Contact Justine Hernandez, Nevada Campus Victim Advocate, for more information: justineh@criscallcenter.org, 775771-8724